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(54) Retaining spring nutplate

(57) A fastening assembly (101) includes a body
(103) and a retaining device (105). The retaining device
(105) is secured to the body (103) for placement along
a surface. The body (103) is configured to flex between
a relaxed state and a compressed state. The body (103)
is compressed between two external surfaces in a com-
pressed state to maintain the alignment and position of

the retaining device (105) without the fastener (107). The
flexure of the body (103) causes the body (103) to exert
an outward spring force against the external surfaces
sufficient to maintain the location of the retaining devices
(105) before insertion of a fastener (107). The fastening
assembly (101) includes the fastener (107) for insertion
into the retaining device (105).
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present application relates generally to fas-
tening assemblies and, more particularly, to a fastening
assembly for aircraft installations.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] Aircraft are assembled using many individual
parts fastened together with fasteners. During design
stages, the accessibility and function of fasteners are ad-
dressed. In some instances, design constraints are such
that some locations are restricted and provide minimal
access to operators. When there is minimal access, spe-
cial tools and/or customized fasteners may be devel-
oped. Specialized tools are typically expensive and not
always accessible to operators in the field for repairs or
maintenance. The specialized tools may be developed
to hold retaining members, such as nut plates, or may
be used to insert the fastener itself. To avoid specialized
tools, sometimes specialized fasteners are used. Often
these are expensive requiring permanency within the part
being fastened, thereby greatly increasing the cost for
replacement parts if the fastener failed. Specialized fas-
teners can be expensive especially for replaceable parts.
[0003] Although great strides have been made in fas-
tening assemblies, considerable shortcomings remain.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The novel features believed characteristic of the
application are set forth in the appended claims. Howev-
er, the application itself, as well as a preferred mode of
use, and further objectives and advantages thereof, will
best be understood by reference to the following detailed
description when read in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a fastening assem-
bly according to the preferred embodiment of the
present application;

Figure 2 is a top view of an aircraft using the fasten-
ing assembly of Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a partial perspective view of the fastening
assembly of Figure 1 in a SPAR of the aircraft seen
in Figure 2;

Figure 4 is a side view of a body of the fastening
assembly of Figure 1;

Figure 5 is a rear view of the body of Figure 4;

Figure 6 is a second perspective view of the fasten-
ing assembly of Figure 1 seen in a relaxed state;

Figure 7 is a perspective view of the fastening as-
sembly of Figure 6 in a compressed state; and

Figure 8 is a table view of the steps of installing the
fastening assembly of Figure 1.

[0005] While the system and method of the present
application is susceptible to various modifications and
alternative forms, specific embodiments thereof have
been shown by way of example in the drawings and are
herein described in detail. It should be understood, how-
ever, that the description herein of specific embodiments
is not intended to limit the application to the particular
embodiment disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention
is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives
falling within the spirit and scope of the process of the
present application as defined by the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0006] Illustrative embodiments of the preferred em-
bodiment are described below. In the interest of clarity,
not all features of an actual implementation are described
in this specification. It will of course be appreciated that
in the development of any such actual embodiment, nu-
merous implementation-specific decisions must be made
to achieve the developer’s specific goals, such as com-
pliance with system-related and business-related con-
straints, which will vary from one implementation to an-
other. Moreover, it will be appreciated that such a devel-
opment effort might be complex and time-consuming but
would nevertheless be a routine undertaking for those of
ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of this disclo-
sure.
[0007] In the specification, reference may be made to
the spatial relationships between various components
and to the spatial orientation of various aspects of com-
ponents as the devices are depicted in the attached draw-
ings. However, as will be recognized by those skilled in
the art after a complete reading of the present application,
the devices, members, apparatuses, etc. described here-
in may be positioned in any desired orientation. Thus,
the use of terms to describe a spatial relationship be-
tween various components or to describe the spatial ori-
entation of aspects of such components should be un-
derstood to describe a relative relationship between the
components or a spatial orientation of aspects of such
components, respectively, as the device described here-
in may be oriented in any desired direction.
[0008] Referring now to Figure 1-3 in the drawings, a
fastening assembly is illustrated. Fastening assembly
101 includes a fastening body 103, a retaining device
105, and a fastener 107 (see Figure 3). Body 103 is con-
figured to flex between a relaxed state and a compressed
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state to maintain the alignment and position of retaining
device 105, without fastener 107, while located adjacent
opposing external surfaces. Body 103 is especially
adapted for use in closed areas or areas with tight re-
stricted access. Narrow tubes or channels outside the
reach of an operator are contemplated. For example, as
seen in Figure 2, fastening assembly 101 is seen used
in a horizontal stabilizer 96 of an aircraft 98. In particular,
fastening assembly 101 is shown in Figure 3 within the
SPAR 94 within horizontal stabilizer 96.
[0009] Fasteners may be necessary to join materials
in restricted areas. If the location of the fasteners is out-
side the reach of the operator, it can be difficult to retain
the orientation, alignment, and/or location of a retaining
device prior to insertion of the fastener. Fastening as-
sembly 101 is configured to allow for the locating of a
retaining device inside the restricted area before the fas-
tener is inserted. For example, body 103 is configured to
locate and hold/secure the retaining device within the
restricted area. Body 103 prevents the retaining member
from rotating while the fastener is inserted.
[0010] Referring now also to Figures 4-5 in the draw-
ings, body 103 is illustrated without retaining device 105
and fasteners 107. Body 103 includes three main por-
tions or members: an upper member 109, a lower mem-
ber 111, and a joining member 113. Each member 109,
111, 113 is configured to support one or more retaining
devices 105. Joining member 113 extends between
members 109 and 111. As seen in the figures, body 103
is shown as a single unitary piece of material. For exam-
ple, in the preferred embodiment, body 103 may be ply
sheet metal. It is understood that other embodiments may
form body 103 out of separate members, coupling the
individual members together. Body 103 may be made
out of a plurality of different types of materials. Other
materials are contemplated that permit flexure of body
103.
[0011] In the preferred embodiment, joining member
113 is a relatively thin piece of material configured to join
members 109 and 111 along one side. In other embod-
iments it is understood that joining member 113 may be
located in other locations and in greater numbers. For
example, alternative embodiments may include a joining
member wherein the member is a spring. Such a spring
may be located more centrally to members 109, 111.
[0012] Body 103 is illustrated in a relaxed state in Fig-
ures 4 and 5. In such a relaxed state, upper member 109
and lower member 111 are in a non-parallel orientation
with respect to one another. Upper member 109 and low-
er member 111 form a flexure angle 115. Flexure angle
115 is largest in the relaxed state.
[0013] Referring now also to Figures 6 and 7 in the
drawings, fastening assembly 101 is illustrated in a re-
laxed state (Figure 6) and a compressed state (Figure
7). Body 103 is configured to receive an external force
117 applied to upper member 109 and lower member
111 sufficient to induce a corresponding flexure in body
103. Such flexure is predominantly seen in joining mem-

ber 113 but it is understood that portions of members 109
and 111 may also experience some flexure. The degree
or amount of flexure is proportional to the amount of force
117 applied. Body 103 is configured to resist flexure
thereby exhibiting a spring force 119 equal and opposite
to force 117. The spring force 119 is predominantly seen
in joining member 113.
[0014] As external force 117 is applied, body 103 tran-
sitions from a relaxed state into a compressed state, as
seen in Figure 7. The compressed state includes any
flexure angle apart from the maximum flexure angle when
no external force 117 is applied. The flexure angle 115
may go as low as zero degrees, in which upper member
109 and lower member 111 are parallel. Furthermore, it
is understood that flexure angle 115 may decrease below
zero degrees in which members 109 and 111 pass a
parallel orientation.
[0015] While in a compressed state, fastening assem-
bly 101 is inserted into a restricted area between two
opposing external surfaces, such as SPAR 94. It is un-
derstood that even though SPAR 94 completely sur-
rounds fastening assembly 101 on four sides, fastening
assembly 101 may be used wherein the external surfaces
are only located adjacent members 109 and 111.
[0016] Fastening assembly 101 is configured to trans-
late along the external surfaces adjacent members 109,
111. A lip 121 is formed in body 103 to prevent the dam-
aging of the external surfaces during translation of as-
sembly 101. Furthermore, it is understood that some ex-
ternal surfaces are not smooth, being coarse, thereby
having wave-like variations between them. Lip 121 is
therefore configured to induce a change in the spring
force as a result of variations in the external surfaces
during translation. The change in the spring force 119 is
proportional to a change in the flexure angle between
members 109, 111. The flexure of body 103, and the
corresponding spring force 119, is configured to maintain
contact between the body and the external surfaces.
[0017] Retaining device 105 is configured to be remov-
able from body 103. Once installed with fastener 107,
retaining member 105 and/or fastener 107 may become
damaged preventing reinsertion together and tightening.
Retaining device 105 may be bonded or fastened to body
103, thereby permitting repair and replacement of device
105.
[0018] Lip 121 is a rounded over portion of members
109 and 111. In alternative embodiments, lip 121 may
include means facilitating the removal of assembly 101
from the restricted area. For example, a lip with a hori-
zontal bend may generate a flange that can be gripped
by a tool to provide sufficient force to translate fastening
assembly 101 along the external surfaces for removal.
[0019] Retaining members 105 are illustrated secured
to members 109, 111, and 113. It is understood that re-
taining members 105 may be located on any one of the
members 109, 111, 113 individually or in any combination
collectively. One or more retaining members 105 may be
used. Retaining members 105 are configured to be any
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number of items used in the operation of a fastener to
provide a localized compressive force. This may be seen
through interference fit with fastener 107 being a bolt, for
example, and retaining member 105 being a nut plate,
for example. Retaining member 105 may also be a nut
and washer combination in other forms.
[0020] Referring now also to Figure 8 in the drawings,
the steps 201 for installing fastener assembly 101 are
illustrated. Fastener assembly 101 is configurable to dif-
ferent sizes. An appropriate sized fastener assembly is
one in which the restricted space between two external
surfaces is smaller than the relaxed state of the fastener
assembly. For installation between external surfaces, a
flexure is induced 203 within body 103 to generate a
spring force 119. Fastening assembly is then inserted
205 between the external surfaces. The spring force 119,
being sufficient to hold body 103 in contact with the ex-
ternal surfaces in the restricted area. Fastening assembly
101 is then located 207 within the restricted area between
the external surfaces by translating body 103 to a desired
location. During translation, lips 121 prevent damage to
the external surfaces and cause the flexure angle of body
103 to adjust as a result of variations in surface condi-
tions. The spring force 119 maintains contact between
members 109, 111 with the external surfaces. Once lo-
cated, the spring force 119 is sufficient to maintain or
hold retaining members 105 in alignment fastening holes
in the external surfaces without the need for support from
a tool, or operator. The alignment is maintained as a re-
sult of the spring force 119 until fasteners 107 are inserted
through the fastening holes and engage the retaining
members 105.
[0021] Where the external surfaces are a SPAR 94,
before installation of fasteners 107, a layer of skin is in-
serted over SPAR 94. For repair or replacement of fas-
tening assembly 101, the fasteners may be removed and
body 103 may be removed by translation along the ex-
ternal surfaces.
[0022] The current application has many advantages
over the prior art including the following: (1) fastening
assembly permits the number of fastener holes in the
SPAR can be reduced due to the body securing the re-
taining members; (2) removal and installation of fastening
assembly may be performed without having to remove
the horizontal stabilizer; (3) the body holds the retaining
member against the external surfaces in proper align-
ment and prevents the retaining members from rotating
while inserting the fastener; (4) the spring force manages
the inconsistent external surfaces; (5) easy access to nut
plate for installation and removal; (6) easily separable
and replaceable; and (7) avoids the need for special tools
to maintain or install.
[0023] The particular embodiments disclosed above
are illustrative only, as the application may be modified
and practiced in different but equivalent manners appar-
ent to those skilled in the art having the benefit of the
teachings herein. It is therefore evident that the particular
embodiments disclosed above may be altered or modi-

fied, and all such variations are considered within the
scope and spirit of the application. Accordingly, the pro-
tection sought herein is as set forth in the description. It
is apparent that an application with significant advantag-
es has been described and illustrated. Although the
present application is shown in a limited number of forms,
it is not limited to just these forms, but is amenable to
various changes and modifications without departing
from the spirit thereof.

Claims

1. A fastener assembly, comprising:

a fastener;
a retaining device configured to receive the fas-
tener; and
a body configured to flex between a relaxed
state and a compressed state to maintain align-
ment and position of the retaining device without
the fastener while located adjacent opposing ex-
ternal surfaces, the body exerting an outward
spring force while in a compressed state, so as
to apply a force against the external surfaces.

2. The fastener assembly of claim 1, wherein the body
contains an upper member and a lower member sep-
arated by a joining member, the upper member form-
ing a flexure angle with respect to the lower member,
the flexure angle being configured to change during
flexure of the body; and optionally or preferably,
wherein at least one of the upper member and the
lower member is configured to secure a retaining
device.

3. The fastener assembly of claim 2, wherein the joining
member is configured to secure a retaining device.

4. The fastener assembly of any preceding claim,
wherein the body is configured to translate along the
external surfaces in the compressed state; and op-
tionally or preferably, wherein the spring force of the
body is configured to change during translation of
the along the external surfaces.

5. The fastener assembly of any preceding claim,
wherein the flexing of the body is configured to main-
tain contact between the body and the external sur-
faces.

6. The fastener assembly of any preceding claim, fur-
ther comprising:

a lip configured to induce a change in the spring
force as a result of variations in the external sur-
faces, the body configured to translate along the
external surfaces in a compressed state;
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wherein the spring force changes in proportion to the
amount of flexure of the body; and optionally or pref-
erably, wherein the lip is configured to assist in the
removal of the body from the external surfaces.

7. The fastener assembly of any preceding claim,
wherein the fastener is configured to secure the body
within a SPAR of an aircraft.

8. A method of installing a fastening assembly, com-
prising:

inducing flexure within a body to generate a
spring force, the body being configured to se-
cure a retaining device;
inserting the body adjacent external surfaces,
the spring force of the body being configured to
retain the body adjacent the external surfaces
in a compressed state;
locating the body by translating the body along
the external surfaces in a compressed state, the
spring force of the body retaining the location of
the body against the external surfaces; and
installing a fastener within the retaining device.

9. The method of claim 11, wherein the spring force of
the body is configured to maintain contact between
the body and the external surfaces during transla-
tion.

10. The method of claim 8 or 9, wherein the spring force
increases in proportion to the amount of flexure in
the body.

11. The method of any of claims 8 to 11, wherein the
body includes a lip configured to extend from a por-
tion of the body to induce the flexure of the body.

12. The method of any of claims 8 to 11, wherein the
body includes a flexure angle formed between an
upper member and a lower member of the body.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the flexure angle
changes during translation of the body along the ex-
ternal surfaces.

14. The method of any of claims 8 to 13, wherein the
external surfaces are the internal surfaces of a SPAR
on an aircraft.

15. The method of any of claims 8 to 14, wherein the
retaining device is removable from the body to permit
repair and replacement.
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